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New computational  results on the discrete time/cost 
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We describe a new exact procedure  for the discrete time/cost trade-off problem in deterministic  activity-on-the-arc 
networks  of the CPM type, where the duration  of each activity is a discrete,  nonincreasing  function  of the amount  of a 
singleresource  (money)committedto  it.  The  objective  isto constructthecomplete  andefficienttime/costprofile  overthe  set of 
feasible project  durations.  The procedure  uses a horizon-varying  approach  based on the iterative  optimal  solution of the 
problem  of minimising  the sum of the resource  use over all activities  subject  to the activity  precedence  constraints  and a 
project  deadline.  This optimal  solution  is derived  using a branch-and-bound  procedure  which computes  lower  bounds  by 
making  convex piecewise linear  underestimations  of the discrete  time/cost trade-off  curves  of the activities  to be used as 
input for an adapted  version of the Fulkerson  labelling algorithm  for the linear  time/cost trade-off  problem.  Branching 
involves the selection of an activity in order  to partition  its set of execution modes into two subsets which are used to 
derive improved  convex piecewise linear  underestimations.  The procedure  has been programmed  in Visual C+ +  under 
Windows  NT and  has been validated  using a factorial  experiment  on a large  set of randomly  generated  problem  instances. 
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Introduction 
The specific problem  addressed  in this paper  is the discrete 
time/cost  trade-off problem in  project networks of  the 
CPM type. The specification of  a project is  assumed to 
be given in activity-on-the-arc  (AoA) notation  by a directed 
acyclic graph (dag) D =  (N, A) in which N is the set of 
nodes, representing  network 'events', and A is the set of 
arcs, representing  network 'activities'. We assume, without 
loss of generality,  that there is a single start  node 1 and a 
single terminal  node n, n =  INI. The duration  Ya  of activity 
a E A is  a discrete, nonincreasing function ga(xa) of  the 
amount  of a single resource  (money) allocated  to it; namely, 
Ya = ga(Xa).  The pair  Ya,  Xa  shall be referred  to as a 'mode', 
and shall be written as: (Ya,  Xa). Therefore  an activity that 
assumes four different  durations  according  to four possible 
resource  allocations  to it shall be said to possess four  modes. 
The early contributions  to the basic time/cost trade-off 
problem in CPM networks1  assumed ample resource avail- 
ability and hence did not explicitly take resource  decisions 
into  account. A  direct activity cost  function was  used 
instead, representing  the direct activity costs as a function 
of activity duration.  Activity durations  are bounded from 
below by the crash duration  (corresponding  to a maximum 
allocation of resources) and bounded from above by the 
normal  duration (corresponding to  the  most  efficient 
resource allocation). Essentially, the project costs corre- 
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spond to a requirement  for a nonrenewable  resource, the 
total  requirement of  which  is  to  be  minimised.  This 
corresponds to  minimising the (required) availability of 
the resource. 
Three possible objective functions have been studied in 
the literature.2  For the first  objective function  (referred  to as 
problem  1, Tlcpm,  disc, mulCmax in  the  classification 
scheme of Herroelen et al3)  a limit R is specified on the 
total availability of  a single nonrenewable  resource type. 
The problem is  then to  decide on the vector of  activity 
durations  (yI, . ..  , Ym),  m =  IA  1, that completes  the  project 
as early as possible under the limited availability of  the 
single  nonrenewable resource type.  A  second  objective 
function (referred  to as problem 1, Tlcpm,  6,  disc, mulav) 
reverses  this problem  formulation:  now there  is a limit 5,n  on 
the project length and we try to minimise the sum of the 
resource use  over all  activities. For the  third objective 
function (referred  to as problem 1, Tlcpm,  disc, mulcurve) 
the  complete time/cost  trade-off function for  the  total 
project is to be computed, that is, all the efficient points 
(T, R) such that with a resource limit R a project length T 
can be obtained  and such that no other point (T', R') exists 
for which both T' and R' are smaller  than or equal to T and 
R. 
When the activity cost functions are linear, the problem 
is denoted as  1, Tlcpm,  3n, lin, mulav in the classification 
scheme of  Herroelen et  al.3  The problem can be  solved 
optimally by  the  well-known Fulkerson maximum flow 
algorithm.4  This method finds a flow augmenting  path in a 
network  and increases  the flow value along this path  until at 
least one such path remains in the network. Several other 1154 Journal  of  the  Operational  Research  Society  Vol.  49,  No.  11 
efficient  algorithms  have been proposed,  also for other  types 
of continuous  time/cost functions.  For an extensive review, 
we refer the reader  to Ahuja et al.5 While the problem  has 
been widely studied under the assumption of  continuous 
time/cost relationships,3  the literature  on the discrete case 
has been rather  sparse.  De et al6 have shown that  the discrete 
time/cost  trade-off problem is  NP-hard under the three 
objectives mentioned above. De  et  a12  offer an excellent 
review of the literature.  Demeulemeester  et al7 reported  on 
promising computational  experience  with two exact proce- 
dures.  The first  algorithm  is based on a procedure  for finding 
the minimal  number  of reductions  necessary to transform  a 
general network to a series-parallel  network. The second 
algorithm  minimises the computational  effort in enumerat- 
ing alternative  modes through a branch-and-bound  search 
tree. 
The objective of this paper is to present and validate a 
new  optimal  procedure  for  problem  1, Tlcpm, 
disc, mulcurve. The  paper is  organised as  follows:  In 
Section 2 we clarify the solution methodology. Section 3 
provides an illustrative problem example. Computational 
experience  is reported  in Section 4. Overall  conclusions are 
offered in the last section. 
An exact procedure 
The solution procedure  presented  in this paper  provides an 
optimal solution to problem 1, Tlcpm,  disc, mulcurve  using 
a horizon-varying approach which involves the iterative 
optimal  solution  of  problem  1, Tlcpm,  65, disc, mulav 
(minimise the sum of the resource use over all activities 
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Figure  1  Convex piecewise linear  underestimation  of an activity's  discrete  time/cost trade-off  profile. 
durations  in the interval bounded from below by t,-  (the 
project duration obtained with the activity crash modes) 
and from above by tn (the project duration  obtained  under 
normal conditions). 
The branch-and-bound  algorithm 
Problem 1, Tlcpm, 5n, disc, mulav  is solved using a branch- 
and-bound  algorithm  which is based on the following logic. 
The  algorithm starts by  computing for  each  activity a 
convex  piecewise  linear underestimation of  its  discrete 
time/cost trade-off curve as shown in bold lines in Figure 
1.  An  initial  lower  bound is  obtained by  solving  the 
resulting time/cost  trade-off problem using a variant of 
the well-known Fulkerson labelling algorithm.4  The algo- 
rithm, which is described  below, yields for each activity a 
mode (x?,yo). 
For each activity and associated mode (x?,  yo), a vertical 
distance vdj, is computed  which measures  the quality  of the 
convex underestimation.  Two rules may be used to perform 
this computation.  Rule 1 computes vdij  as the minimum  of 
the distances vdl  and vd2. vdl  is the distance between yo 
and the cost of the nearest mode to the left of xo on the 
convex piecewise linear underestimation  (cost Y2 in Figure 
1). vd2 is the distance  between  yo and the cost of the nearest 
mode to the right of xo on the convex piecewise linear 
underestimation  (cost y4  in Figure 1). Rule 2 computes the 
vertical distance between yo  and the linear interpolation 
between the nearest  mode to the left of xo and the nearest 
mode to the right of xo (distance vd3 in Figure 1). Notice 
that vd3 is equal to zero when the convex piecewise linear 
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mode to the right of x?. Therefore,  Rule 2 uses Rule 1 as a 
tie-breaker. 
Branching is done by identifying the activity with the 
largest vertical distance and partitioning  its set of modes 
into two subsets. The first subset,  set,, consists of the set of 
modes  with  a  duration  greater  than  x?  (modes  (x3, y), 
(x4, y4)  and (x5, y)  in  Figure  1). The  second  subset,  set2, 
consists of the set of modes with a duration  smaller  than or 
equal to x? (modes  (xl,yl)  and (x2,y2)  in Figure  1). These 
subsets are used to obtain  two new convex piecewise linear 
underestimations  for the activity. The first  descendant  node 
in the search tree replaces the current  underestimation  for 
the activity by the one provided by set,  (Figure 2b), the 
second descendant  node replaces the current  underestima- 
tion by the one provided  by set2 (Figure  2a). Notice that  the 
new  underestimations may  provide a  closer  fit  to  the 
original time/cost trade-off profile. For the example, this 
is the case for set,  (Figure 2b). The solution of the two 
corresponding  problems  using the adapted  Fulkerson  algo- 
rithm  yields the corresponding  new lower bounds. Branch- 
ing continues from the node with the smallest lower bound 
(arbitrary  tie-break). 
Backtracking  occurs when the lower bound exceeds (or 
equals) the cost of an earlier found schedule or when no 
feasible solution can be  found for the modified convex 
piecewise linear underestimation  using the modified Fulk- 
erson algorithm. The procedure stops when backtracking 
leads to the source node of the search tree. 
Computing  the lower bound 
In the original Fulkerson labelling algorithm4  for solving 
problem 1, Tlcpm, n, lin, mulav, the flow capacity of  an 
arc is associated  with the negative slope of the correspond- 
ing activity's (linear) direct cost curve. The algorithm is 
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Figure  2  Two convex  piecewise  linear underestimations  for the selected  activity. 
adapted  for convex piecewise trade-off curves as follows. 
Each time the duration  of an activity (arc) is reduced to a 
value which coincides with a breakpoint  in the piecewise 
linear underestimating cost  curve the  arc's  capacity is 
updated.  The way this is done is best illustrated  using the 
time/cost trade-off curve presented  in Figure 3. 
The breakpoints  of the curve correspond  to the modes 
(20, 5), (16,7), (13,  10) and (8, 17). Each time the activity's 
duration switches  between  the  intervals [8, 8],  ]8,13], 
]13,16]  and ]16,20],  the  corresponding arc capacity is 
updated. At the start of the algorithm,  the duration  of the 
activity is initialised to its normal  value (20), while the arc 
capacity is set equal to 0.5, the negative value of the slope 
of the line segment connecting points (20,5)  and (16,7). 
Suppose the activity's duration  is reduced  to 16. It is clear 
that the marginal  cost value of 0.5 is no longer valid as a 
further reduction in duration can only be  obtained at a 
marginal  cost of 1, the (negative) value of the slope of the 
line segment connecting points (16,7)  and (13, 10). There- 
fore, the (residual)  capacity is increased  by 0.5 (the differ- 
ence between 1 and 0.5). Suppose the activity's duration  is 
reduced  to 8. Further  reduction  is impossible: the marginal 
cost is oo, the negative  slope of the line segment  connecting 
points (8, 17) and (8, ox). The arc capacity  is set to oo, in a 
similar  way,  an increase  in an activity  duration  would lead to 
a  decrease in  the  corresponding (residual) arc capacity. 
Assume the duration  of the activity is extended from 13 
(where the curve shows a breakpoint)  to 15. The (residual) 
capacity is now reduced  by 0.4, the difference  between 1.4 
(the negative slope of the line segment connecting points 
(13, 10) and (8,17))  and 1 (the negative slope of the line 
segment connecting  points (16,7)  and (13, 10)). 
The coded version of the adapted Fulkerson algorithm 
exhibits  worst-case  complexity  O(n2m).  Despite  this 
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Figure 3  An underestimating  convex piecewise linear  time/cost 
trade-off  curve. 
computational  results  reported  below  reveal  very  small 
required computation  times. 
The horizon-varying  algorithm 
The  horizon-varying  algorithm  computes  a convex  piece- 
wise  linear  underestimation  for  the  time/cost  trade-off 
profile  using  a  set  of  durations MSij. The  negative  slopes 
of  the  line  segments  of  the  convex  underestimation  are 
saved  in  CCij,  the convex  set of marginal  costs  of  activity 
(i, j).  If activity  (i, j)  only  has  one  mode,  CCij  =  { }.  The 
activity  durations which  correspond to the modes  lying  on 
the convex  underestimating  curve are saved in the set CDij, 
the convex  set of  durations of  activity  (i, j). 
Step 0. Deadline computation 
*  Compute  tn, the  critical  path length  with  every  activity 
(i, j)  at its normal duration. 
*  Compute  tn, the  critical path length  with  every  activity 
(i, j)  at its crash duration. 
*  Set the current project deadline  T =  tn. 
Step 1. Initialisation 
*  Let ub(T) =  oo,  the upper bound  of the project cost  for 
deadline  T 
*  Set p,  the level  of the search tree, equal to 0. 
*  Compute  for  every  activity  (i, j)  the  convex  piecewise 
linear  underestimation  with  the  set  of  durations 
MSij =  Mij, Mij being  the  original  set  of  possible  dura- 
tions di; for activity  (i, j). 
*  Run  the  adapted Fulkerson  labelling  algorithm to 
compute  a lower  bound lb and the corresponding  activity 
durations  wij 
Step 2. Identify  the  activity  with  the  maximal  vertical  distance 
*  Compute  for each activity (i, j)  its vertical distance vdij. 
*  Compute  the  maximal  vertical  distance  vdmax  = 
max(i,j)EA  {vdij}. 
* If  vdmax  =  0,  the  schedule is  complete and  feasible. 
Update ub(T) =  lb and go to step 4. 
* Update  the level of the branch-and-bound  tree:  p = p +  1. 
*  Store the activity (u, v) with vd14v  =  Vdmax  at level p (ties 
are  broken  arbitrarily).  Store  the corresponding  sets MSUv, 
CCuv  and CDuv 
Step 3. Separate and branch 
*  Generate  two descendant  nodes in the search  tree. For the 
first  node,  define  set,  = {duv E MSuv  Iduv  > wuv} and 
compute the  convex  piecewise  linear underestimation 
with MSuv  = set,.  Store durations  wij and lower bound 
lb,.  For  the  second  mode,  define  set2 = 
{duv E  MSuv Iduv <  wuv}  and  compute  the  convex  piece- 
wise linear  underestimation  with MSuv  = set2. Store  dura- 
tions wij and lower bound lb2. 
*  Select  the  node  with  the  smallest  lower  bound 
lb = min(lbI, 1b2) for branching. If  lb > ub(T), go  to 
step 4. 
*  Store the information  for the remaining node r. Go to 
step 2. 
Step 4. Backtracking 
* If the branching  level p =  0, then go to step 5. 
*  If both nodes at levelp have been evaluated,  setp = p -1 
and repeat step 4. 
* Evaluate  the  remaining  node  r  at  this  level:  if 
lbr >  ub(T), set p  = p  -  1  and repeat step 4. 
*  Go to step 2. 
Step 5. Update  project deadline 
*  Set T =  T-  1. If T <  tn  stop; else, go to step 1. 
In the worst case and for a given deadline,  the algorithm 
generates  2  HIl  ki -  1 nodes in the search  tree (ki  being the 
number of  modes  of  activity i)  yielding  a  worst-case 
complexity  of  O(km), where  k  denotes  the  maximum 
number of modes over each of the m activities. For each 
node in the search  tree, a lower  bound is computed  using the 
adapted Fulkerson algorithm, which  is  of  worst  case 
complexity O(n2m). 
An imustrative  example 
Consider the AoA network shown in Figure 4. The cost/ 
duration profiles and the  first convex  piecewise  linear 
underestimation  for activities (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 4) and (3, 4) 
are  shown  in  Figure  5a  through  5d.  The  original  sets  of 
activity durations are M12  ={11,  5},  M13 ={10,  6,3, 1}, E  Demeulemeester  et  al-The  discrete  time/cost  trade-off  problem  1157 
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Figure 4  Project  network  example. 
M23 =  {0}, M24 =  {5} and M34 =  {10, 8, 6, 4}. We illustrate 
the  branch-and-bound  procedure  for  a  deadline  T =  14. 
This  will  yield  one  point  on the project's  time/cost  trade- 
off  profile.  The  resulting  branch-and-bound  search  tree  is 
shown  in Figure 6. 
Step  1.  Initialize  ub(T)  =  ox  and p  =  0.  Compute  the 
convex  piecewise  linear under estimation  with MSij =  MY. 
This  yields  the  convex  set  of  durations  CD12 =  {  11, 5}, 
CD13  =  (10, 3, 1},  CD23 =  {0},  CD24 =  {5}  and  CD34 = 
Cost  Cost 
20  20 
(5,18) 
(1,15) 
10  (11,10)  10  (3,8) 
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(a) Underestimation activity (1,2)  (b) Underestimation  activity (1,3) 
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10  Duration  10  Duration 
(c) Underestimation activity (2,4)  (d) Underestimation  activity (3,4) 
Figure 5  Underestimations  for  the activities  of the example  network. 
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Figure  6  Branch-and-bound search tree for the problem example. 1158 Journal  of  the  Operational  Research  Society  Vol.  49,  No.  11 
{10, 6, 4}. The convex set of marginal  costs is computed  as 
CC12 =  {1.33},  CC13 =  {0.71,  3.5},  CC23 =  { }, 
CC24 =  { },  and  CC34 =  {1, 11.  The  adapted  Fulkerson 
algorithm  yields a lower  bound  lb =  28.4 and corresponding 
activity durations w12 =  9,  w13 =  9,  w23 =  0,  w24 =  5, 
W34  =  5. 
Step 2.  Let us  assume that the vertical distances are 
computed according to Rule 1: vdI2  = 2.67,  vdI3  =  0.71, 
vd23 =  0,  vd24 =  0,  vd34 =  1.  As  an  illustration,  vdl3  is 
computed  as follows. The duration  wI3 =  9 corresponds  to a 
cost  on  the  piecewise  linear underestimating  curve  of 
3+0.71  x (10-9)=3.71.  Then  vdI3  =  min{8-3.71; 
3.71  -  3} =  0.71.  The  maximal  distance  is  vd12 =  2.67. 
Activity (1,2)  has the largest vertical distance. Store the 
corresponding  information:  (u, v) =  (1, 2), MS12  =  {11, 5}, 
CCI2 =  {1.33}, CD12 =  {11, 5}. Update  the branching  level: 
p =  1. 
It  is  interesting to  observe that Rule  2  would  have 
computed  the  vertical  distances  as  follows: 
vdI2  =  0, vd13  =  0.29  (that  is,  4 -  3.71),  vd23 =  0, 
vd24 =  0,  vd34 =  0.  As  a result, activity (1, 3)  would be 
identified  as the activity  with the maximal  vertical  distance. 
Step 3. Generate  the two descendant  nodes at level p =  1 
of the search  tree. set, =  {  11  } and set2 =  {5}. Compute  the 
underestimation  with MS12 =  set, =  {  1  11, CC12 =  { } and 
CD12 = {  11  }.  The  adapted Fulkerson procedure yields 
lb1 =  oo.  Compute  the  underestimation with  MS12  = 
set2 =  {5}, CC12 =  { } and CD12  =  {5}. The adapted  Fulk- 
erson procedure  yields lb2 =  32.6  and w12 =  5, w13 =  5, 
W23  =  0,  w24 =  5,  w34 =  9.  Select the  second node  for 
branching. 
Step  2.  Compute  the  vertical  distances:  vdI2  =  0, 
vd13  =  1.43,  vd23 =  0,  vd24 =  0,  vd34 =  1. The maximal 
vertical distance is  1.43  for activity (1, 3).  Increase the 
branching  level: p = 2.  Store the corresponding  informa- 
tion:  (u, v) =  (1, 3),  MS13 =  {10, 6, 3, 1},  CC13 = 
{0.71, 3.5} and CD13  =  {10, 3, 1}. 
Step 3. Generate  the two descendant  nodes at level 2 of 
the search tree: set, =  {10, 6} and set2 =  {3, 1}. Compute 
the underestimation  with MS13 =  {  10, 6}, CC13 =  {  1  } and 
CD13  =  {10, 61. The adapted Fulkerson procedure yields 
lb, =  34 and  w12 =  5,  w13 =  6,  w23  =  0, w24 =  5,  w34 =  8. 
Compute  the  underestimation  for  MS13  =  {3, 11, 
CC13 =  {3.5} and CD13  =  13, 1}  and run the  Fulkerson 
procedure: lb2 =  34  and  w12 =  5,  w13 =  3,  w23 =  0, 
W24  =  5, W34 =  9.  Select the first node for branching  with 
lb =  34 (arbitrary  tie-break). 
Step  2.  Compute  the  vertical  distances:  vdI2  =  0, 
vdI3  =  0,  vd23 =  0,  vd24 =  0,  vd34 =  2.  Activity (3,4)  is 
the current  activity  with the maximal  vertical  distance.  Store 
the  corresponding information: (u, v) =  (3, 4),  MS34  = 
(10,  8, 6, 4),  CC34{  =  l,  1)  and  CD34  =  10, 6,4).  Update 
the level of the search  tree:  p =  3. 
Step 3. Generate  the two descendant  nodes at level p =  3: 
set1 =  101 and set2 =  (8, 6, 4}. Compute  the underestima- 
tion for MS34 =  {10}, CC34 =  I } and CD34 =  {1O} and use 
the  Fulkerson  algorithm:  lb,  =  oo.  Compute  the  under- 
estimation  for  MS34 = {8, 6,4},  CC34  = {0.5, 1}  and 
CD34  =  {8, 6, 4}  and use  the  Fulkerson routine to  find 
lb2=  34  and  w12=  5,  W13=  8,  W23  = O,  W24=  5, 
W34=  6. Select the second node for branching  with lb =  34. 
Step  2.  Compute  the  vertical  distances:  vd12  =  0, 
vdl3 =  2, vd23 =  0, vd24 =  0, vd34 =  0. The maximal verti- 
cal distance is 2 for activity (1, 3). Increase  the branching 
level:  p = 4.  Store  the  corresponding  information: 
MS13 =  {10, 6}, CC13 =  {1} and CD13  =  {10, 6}. 
Step  3.  Generate the  two  descendant nodes  at  level 
p = 4:  set, =  {10}  and  set2 =  {6}.  Underestimate for 
MS13 ={10}:  CC13 = { }  and  CD13 = {10}  and  use  the 
Fulkerson  procedure to  find:  lb, =  34  and  w12 =  5, 
W13  =  10,  w23 =  0,  w24 =  5,  w34 =  4.  Underestimate  for 
MS13 =  {6}, CC13 =  { } and CD13  =  {6} and run the Fulk- 
erson routine to  find:  lb2 =  35  and  w12 =  5,  W13  =  6, 
W23 =  0, w24 =  5, w34 =  8. Select the first node for branch- 
ing. 
Step  2.  The  maximal vertical distance is  0:  update 
ub =  34. 
Step  4.  Restore  the  second  node  at  level  p = 4: 
lb =  35 >  ub. Backtrack  to level p =  3. 
Step  4.  Restore  the  first  node  at  level  p =  3: 
lb =  oo >  ub. Backtrack  to level p =  2. 
Step  4.  Restore  the  second  node  at  level  p = 2: 
lb =  34 >  ub. Backtrack  to level p =  1. 
Step  4.  Restore  the  first  node  at  level  p =  1: 
lb =  ox >  ub. Backtrack  to level p =  0. 
Step 4. p =  0; repeat  this procedure  with T =  13. 
Computational results 
The horizon-varying  algorithm has been coded in Visual 
C+?+ Version 4.0  under Windows NT  4.0.  In order to 
validate the algorithm we  used the well-known problem 
generator ProGen (Kolisch et  al8)  to generate 1800 test 
instances  in activity-on-the-node  format  using the parameter 
settings in Table 1. ProGen uses the well-known  coefficient 
of network complexity (CNC)-defined  as the number of 
precedence relations divided by the number of  activities 
(Pascoe9)-as  a measure  for characterising the topological 
structure of a network. For an activity-on-the-node  network 
with a given  number of nodes,  a higher network  'complex- 
ity' results in an increasing number of arcs and therefore in a 
greater connectedness  of the network. Using  five settings for 
the  number  of  activities,  six  settings  for  the  number  of 
execution modes,  two settings for the problem scale (activity 
duration  and  activity  cost  values),  and  three  settings  for 
CNC, we  obtained  180 problem classes,  each consisting  of 
10 instances. 
The  1800  activity-on-the-node instances were  trans- 
formed into activity-on-the-arc  instances using the proce- 
dure  described  in  De  Reyck  and  Herroelen.'0 This E  Demeulemeester  et  al-The  discrete  time/cost  trade-off  problem  1159 
Table 1  Parameter  settings 
Number  of activities  10; 20; 30; 40; 50 
Number  of modes  Fixed at 2; 4; 6 or randomly  chosen from the interval  [1, 3]; [1, 7]; [1, 11] 
Activity durations  and costs  Randomly  selected from the interval  [1, 20] or [1, 100] 
CNC  1.5; 1.8; 2.1 
procedure uses  the methodology developed by  Kambur- 
owski et  all'  to  generate, from a  given activity-on-the- 
node network,  an activity-on-the-arc  network  with minimum 
number of nodes and minimum value of  the complexity 
index CI. CI essentially  measures  how nearly  series-parallel 
a network  is. It is defined as the reduction  complexity of a 
network,  that is the number  of node reductions  sufficient- 
along with series and parallel  reductions-to  reduce a two- 
terminal directed acyclic network to a single edge.'2 The 
complexity index of a directed  acyclic network  is computed 
as the number of nodes in a minimum node cover of  its 
complexity  graph.  The  complexity  graph  C(D)  of  a 
network  D =  (N, A) is defined as follows: (i, j)  is an arc 
of  C(D), if there exists paths 7(l,  j),  7(i, n), m1(i,  j)  and 
72(i, j)  such  that  7(l,  j) n7l I(i, j) =  V}  and  7(i, n)n 
r2(i, j)  =  {i}. For a detailed discussion of  the algorithm 
for computing CI, we refer the reader to De  Reyck and 
Herroelen.10  These authors  observed a positive correlation 
between  the CPU time required  to solve a discrete  time/cost 
trade-off problem and CI: the higher CI, the harder the 
problem. 
Table 2  Average  CPU time, nodes in the search  tree and % problems solved to optimality 
Average  number 
of nodes in the  Average % of problems 
Average CPU time (seconds)  search tree  solved optimally 
P1  P2  P3  P1  P2  P1  P2  P3 
All instances  62.09  65.80  104.13  30500  31008  78%  76%  51% 
Number  of activities 
10  0.34  0.39  0.02  1359  1434  100%  100%  100% 
20  19.17  22.95  70.01  18472  20249  99%  98%  73% 
30  58.00  65.13  122.99  35813  37404  86%  83%  42% 
40  105.40  110.44  151.73  48281  48290  61%  57%  28% 
50  127.56  130.10  175.91  48575  47660  41%  40%  14% 
Number of modes 
2  3.77  4.72  49.21  2679  2679  100%  100%  79% 
4  85.82  90.72  130.79  40390  40116  69%  68%  39% 
6  122.20  123.44  151.91  62987  61165  49%  48%  25% 
1 to 3  2.63  2.86  27.99  1719  1737  100%  100%  89% 
1 to 7  63.30  71.60  118.46  29906  32631  81%  77%  46% 
1 to 11  94.85  101.46  146.44  45319  47717  66%  61%  29% 
CNC 
1.5  53.55  57.32  77.73  33732  34107  82%  80%  65% 
1.8  61.33  65.23  114.18  28402  29218  78%  76%  46% 
2.1  71.40  74.86  120.49  29366  29698  73%  71%  43% 
Scale 
1 to 20  49.35  52.64  101.95  19594  19218  84%  82%  52% 
1 to 100  74.84  78.96  106.31  41406  42660  71%  69%  51% 
Each problem instance was solved using the horizon- 
varying  approach  equipped  with the first  rule (referred  to as 
P1) and the second rule (referred  to as P2) for computing 
the vertical distance. The results obtained using the exact 
procedure  based on finding the minimum number  of node 
reductions  necessary to transform  the network to a series- 
parallel  network (referred  to as P3), developed by Demeu- 
lemeester et al,7  are used as a benchmark.  P3 is one of the 
best procedures  currently  available. Moreover,  preliminary 
tests on  several of  the instances revealed that it outper- 
formed the alternative  procedure developed by Demeule- 
meester  et  al,7  which  is  based  on  minimising  the 
computational effort  in  enumerating alternative modes 
through a  branch-and-bound  tree.  Each procedure was 
allowed to run on a Dell personal computer  equipped  with 
a Pentium 133 MHz processor  for a maximum  CPU time of 
200 seconds. 
Table 2 represents  the average CPU time (in seconds), 
the average number of nodes generated in the search tree 
(only where relevant,  P1 and P2), and the average percen- 
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procedures. The row  labelled  'All  instances' gives  the 
average results over  all  1800  problem instances. Both 
horizon-varying  procedures clearly outperform  procedure 
P3  for both performance  measures. The best results are 
obtained by procedure  P1. The four remaining rows give 
more  detailed results. The  results in  the  row  labelled 
'Number of  activities'  show  that the  three procedures 
solve all the 10-activity  problems  very quickly. Procedures 
P1  and P2  find the optimal solution for almost all  20- 
activity and most of the 30-activity problems. Clearly, the 
higher  the number  of activities, the higher  the average  CPU 
time required  and the smaller the percentage of problems 
solved. 
The results  in the row labelled 'Number  of modes' reveal 
the negative effect of the number of modes on the effi- 
ciency and effectiveness of the three  procedures:  the higher 
the number  of modes, the more CPU time required  and the 
smaller  the percentage  of problems  solved to optimality.  P1 
and P2 optimally solve all 2-mode problems in less than 5 
seconds on the average. Moreover, the problems with a 
fixed number  of modes are more difficult  to solve by any of 
the three  procedures  than  the instances  where the number  of 
Table 3  Interaction  between the number  of activities and the number  of modes for P1 
Number  of modes 
Number  of activities  2  4  6  1 to 3  1 to 7  1 to 11 
10  0.01  0.24  1.13  0.01  0.20  0.46 
100%  100%  100%  100%  100%  100% 
20  0.33  10.73  60.67  0.11  7.60  35.60 
100%  100%  95%  100%  100%  100% 
30  1.61  71.39  156.44  0.29  47.55  70.74 
100%  93%  40%  100%  98%  85% 
40  5.32  153.46  192.75  2.00  104.89  173.96 
100%  48%  10%  100%  73%  37% 
50  11.56  193.27  200.00  10.76  156.24  193.50 
100%  5%  0%  100%  35%  7% 
Table 4  Interaction  between the number  of activities and the number  of modes for P2 
Number  of modes 
Number  of activities  2  4  6  1 to 3  1 to 7  1 to 11 
10  0.01  0.37  1.24  0.01  0.23  0.48 
100%  100%  100%  100%  100%  100% 
20  0.35  14.48  67.87  0.12  9.07  45.81 
100%  100%  92%  100%  100%  95% 
30  1.85  86.05  155.54  0.29  65.39  81.62 
100%  87%  38%  100%  92%  83% 
40  6.55  158.52  192.56  2.06  120.60  182.35 
100%  47%  10%  100%  62%  25% 
50  14.83  194.19  200.00  11.81  162.71  197.06 
100%  5%  0%  100%  33%  3% 
modes is randomly selected from the three corresponding 
intervals. 
The results in the row labelled 'CNC' indicate  the effect 
of CNC on problem  complexity:  the higher CNC (that  is the 
higher the number of  arcs (precedence relations) in  the 
original activity-on-the-node  network), the more difficult 
the problem. This effect must be  interpreted  with some 
care. The higher CNC of the original activity-on-the-node 
network, the  higher the  number of  nodes  and dummy 
activities in the corresponding  activity-on-the-arc  network 
generated  by the Kamburowski  et all1 procedure,  and the 
higher the resulting CI. As shown below, it is mainly the 
resulting  increase  in CI which makes the problem  harder  to 
solve. 
The  row  labelled  'Scale'  shows  the  impact  of  the 
problem scale (activity duration  and activity cost values). 
The more extended  the scale, the more difficult  to solve the 
instances. 
Tables 3, 4 and 5 show the interaction  effects between 
the number  of activities and the number  of modes for each 
of  the three procedures. The first number in  each cell 
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Table 5  Interaction  between the number  of activities and the number  of modes for P3 
Number  of modes 
Number  of activities  2  4  6  1 to 3  1 to 7  1 to 11 
10  0.00  0.01  0.06  0.00  0.01  0.06 
100%  100%  100%  100%  100%  100% 
20  0.04  75.21  159.47  0.02  44.74  140.55 
100%  82%  27%  100%  92%  37% 
30  6.46  178.76  200.00  0.63  160.49  191.57 
100%  15%  0%  100%  27%  8% 
40  101.62  200.00  200.00  21.72  187.02  200.00 
62%  0%  0%  98%  10%  0% 
50  137.93  200.00  200.00  117.56  200.00  200.00 
33%  0%  0%  48%  0%  0% 
solving the problems in the corresponding  class, while the 
second number  denotes the average  percentage  of problems 
solved optimally within the CPU time limit. 
P1  solves  all  two-mode  problems to  optimality in 
promising CPU times. On the average, slightly more than 
5 seconds are needed to solve the 40-activity problems  and 
some 12 seconds are needed for the 50-activity problems 
(Table 3). The effectiveness decreases  when the number  of 
activities reaches 40 and the number  of modes reaches 4 or 
more. Most of  the 50-activity problems with 4  or more 
execution modes are, given the CPU time limit, beyond the 
capabilities  of procedure  P1. P2 is a close runner-up  (Table 
4). P3, being very fast on the small 10-activity instances, 
runs into  trouble on  the  50-activity, 2-mode  problems 
(slightly  more than one  third of  the  problems can  be 
solved to  optimality, as  shown in  Table 5).  Using P3, 
problems with  4  modes  become  very  difficult if  not 
impossible to solve within the specified CPU limit, when 
the number  of activities exceeds 30. 
It was already  mentioned  that the coefficient of network 
complexity, CNC seems to have an effect on the complexity 
of a problem instance:  the higher CNC, the more complex 
the problem.  As mentioned  above, and as already  observed 
by De Reyck and Herroelen,10  this effect is mainly due to 
the associated increase in CI. 
Figure 7 shows the interaction  effect of the complexity 
index CI and  the number  of activities  in terms  of the average 
CPU time required  to solve the problems in each corre- 
sponding class. The results reported here must be  inter- 
preted with  sufficient care.  As  mentioned earlier, the 
problem  generator  ProGen does not allow for the generation 
of networks  satisfying  pre-set  values of CI. We generated  the 
networks in activity-on-the-node  format and transformed 
them  into  activity-on-the-arc instances  with  minimum 
number  of nodes and minimal  CI-value  using the methodol- 
ogy described by Kamburowski  et al.'" This explains the 
somewhat fragmentary  results. De Reyck and Herroelenl' 
encountered similar  problems  in  generating sufficient 
problem  instances over the full range of CI-values. 
For a given number of activities, the three procedures 
show an increasing required  CPU time as the value of CI 
goes up. This pattern  is more pronounced  for procedure  P3. 
This result, already confirmed by De Reyck and Herroe- 
len,'0 is not a surprise  as the CI-concept  lies at the very heart 
of the solution logic of procedure  P3. Moreover,  as can be 
seen from the plots of IAI  =  10 and JAI  = 20, P3 seems to 
outperform  P1 and P2 on the instances with small CI. On 
the instances  with higher CI-values,  the more robust  proce- 
dures  P1 and P2 outperform  P3. 
Conclusions 
This paper reports on a new exact solution procedure  for 
problem  1, Tlcpm,  disc, mulcurve, namely  the  discrete 
time/cost  trade-off problem in deterministic activity-on- 
the-arc  networks,  where the activities are subject to finish- 
start precedence relations and where the duration  of each 
activity is a discrete, nonincreasing  function of the amount 
of  a single nonrenewable resource committed to  it. The 
objective is to construct the complete and efficient time/ 
cost profile over the set of feasible project durations.  The 
procedure uses a horizon-varying  approach  based on the 
iterative  optimal  solution  of  problem  1, 
Tlcpm,  bn5 disc, mulav, that is the problem of minimising 
the sum of the resource  use over all activities subject  to the 
activity precedence  constraints  and a project  deadline. This 
optimal  solution  is  derived using  a  branch-and-bound 
procedure which  computes  lower  bounds  by  making 
convex piecewise linear underestimations  of the discrete 
time/cost  trade-off curves of the activities to be used as 
input for an adapted version of  the Fulkerson labelling 
algorithm for  the  linear  time/cost  trade-off problem. 
Branching  involves the selection of an activity in order to 
partition  its set of execution modes into two subsets which 
are  used  to  derive  improved convex  piecewise  linear 
underestimations.  The procedure  has been programmed  in 1162 Journal  of  the  Operational  Research  Society  Vol.  49,  No.  11 
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Figure  7  Interaction between  CI and the number of  activities. 
Visual  C+ +  under Windows NT  for  use  on  personal 
computers  and has been validated using a factorial experi- 
ment on a large set of problem instances. 
The  results obtained are encouraging, both  horizon- 
varying  procedures  clearly outperform  procedure  P3 devel- 
oped earlier by  Demeulemeester et  al7  in  terms of  the 
average  required  CPU time and the average  percentage of 
problems  solved optimally.  The best results are obtained  by 
procedure  P1. The three procedures  optimally solve all the 
10-activity problems at very  small average CPU times. 
Procedures  P1 and P2 find the optimal solution for almost 
all  20-activity and most  of  the  30-activity problems in 
acceptable time. Clearly, the number of activities and the 
number of  modes  have  a  negative effect  on  both  the 
effectiveness and the efficiency of the procedures.  On the 
average,  problems  with more than fifty activities and six or 
more modes resist an optimal solution in  fifty or more 
percent  of the tested cases. E  Demeulemeester  et  al-The  discrete  time/cost  trade-off  problem  1163 
Although  the rather  fragmentary  results on the impact of 
the complexity index must be interpreted  with sufficient 
care, it was found that, for a given number  of activities, the 
three procedures show  an  increasing overall pattern of 
required  CPU times as the value of CI goes up. This pattern 
seems to be more  pronounced  for procedure  P3. This result, 
already confirmed by  Demeulemeester et  al,7  is  not  a 
surprise as the  CI-concept lies  at the very heart of  the 
solution logic of procedure  P3. 
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